
Vixxxen, Vol. 3 (Vixxxen: The Adventures of Selen) By Luca Tarlazzi This relatively short full-color
graphic novel is the third book in the series that involves Selen her husband Fabio and their rather
open relationship and some scenes from their life. Selen dresses like a little virgin in a rather ugly
green dress that is quite small short hem-line and very plunging neck-line (I'm not sure her breasts
are actually covered in that thing and this is her virgin dress),

Selen is a famous real-life European with a drop-dead gorgeous body to die for and insatiable
appetite for sex. 3 (Vixxxen: The Adventures of Selen) Full-color Adult graphic novel, Fabio and
Selen visit a friend in the city of Perugia and several scenes occur in that city, Scene 1: Fabio and
Selen visit with Carlo and his Japanese girlfriend (Tiziana) in Perugia (she doesn't exactly look
Japanese), At dinner Carlo mentions that Selen is becoming less daring and Fabio agrees: Annoyed
Selen knocks something off the table and when the waiter comes by to pick it up he gets an eye-full
up Selen's skirt, Later in the car after dinner Selen and Tiziana strip in the backseat enjoy each
other and then start in on Fabio who happens to be driving, Before they head off to the park Selen
Fabio and Carlo fondle each other: At the park Selen has fun showing herself off (riding on the swing
ride without panties and with the seat arranged so that all is revealed to all below): On the way
home from the park Selen Carlo and Fabio stop off on the side of the road and have some fun, The
book is well-drawn nothing is censored and there is little plot. An interesting little shallow book that
is just a tad too short to be good. Vixxxen Vol. Based on Italian porn star Selen. Scene 2: Fabio and
Selen visit a theme park. Scene 3: Ride home from the park. The book contains exhibitism open
marriages . . 48
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